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Authentication 
Authentication is the mechanism that systems use to securely identify their users. 


Authentication answers the questions: 


 Who is the user?  


 Is the user really who they represent them self to be?  
 


 


Traditional Authentication 


User Identifier 
The use of a user identifier and a password is a common technique we have all used for 


authenticating our identity to our computer systems. The user identifier is a name that 


identifies a user.  The user name typically maps to the name of an account on the system. 


Sometimes the account name is “owned” by a human being, but often an account name is 


used to identify a role (e.g. administrator, test-account, etc.) that more than one person 


has access to. Allowing multiple people access to the same account is not a good practice 


and should be avoided.  


 


From the standpoint of the system the user name maps to an account name which has a 


record in a password file, or authentication file that defines various attributes about the 


account that are needed once the user is authenticated and has successfully logged in to 


the system. In an UNIX or Linux system the user information is stored in the file 


/etc/passwd. In a windows system the user information is stored in the registry.  


 


Typically, in the account name record for a user name is a user number that is used to 


identify a user throughout the system after they have been authenticated. It is more 


efficient to internally deal with a number than a name. It is easy enough to translate the 


number to a name for display purposes when a more human friendly form of display is 


needed such as when you want to list the owner of a file, directory or process, on a 


directory listing or audit log.   


 


Password 
Requiring only a user identifier to log into a system would not be very secure. User 


identifiers are fairly well known. They are displayed throughout a system in clear text. 


User identifiers can be readily guessed since they tend to be the name of users or some 


simple variation of first initial followed by last name. The other part of the traditional 


authentication scheme is the password.  


 


The password should only be known to the owner of an account. In the case of an account 


used by one user only that user should know the password. Password selection has been 


the subject of much debate. You want a password that is very difficult to guess what it is, 








yet the user should be able to easily remember the password. Very strong and hard to 


guess passwords are not any good if the user has to write them down.  


 


Every organization should have a password policy as part of the overall security policy. 


The policy states how passwords should be selected. In concert with the legislated part of 


the policy must be automated procedures that enforce the policy.  


 


A sample policy for selecting a password could be something as follows: 


 Upper and lower case characters, numbers and special characters are allowed. 


 Minimum of 8 characters  


 At least one character must be a number or a special character 


 User name or any variation is not allowed. 


 No personal information such as: birthplace, address, name of pet, name of 
relatives etc. are allowed. 


 Password must be changed every 30 days 


 Old passwords cannot be reused for 4 iterations of changes 
 


Passwords should never be stored in plaintext in the system. This includes the storage of 


passwords by the authentication system or a user creating a file with the password in it. 


 


Many organizations are using pass phrases instead of passwords. The idea behind a 


passphrase is that it is more difficult to guess by an attacker. A pass phrase can be 


constructed by using an easily remembered phrase that would be difficult to guess. From 


the phrase you select various characters of each word in the phrase. A sample phrase 


could be: “When I am at the baseball park I love to eat popcorn and peanuts.”  


 


Constructing the password from the phrase could to use the first and last character of 


each word: wniamatteblpkiletoetpnadps. You can vary the algorithm for how characters 


are selected from the passphrase to further strengthen the password 


 


By using a passphrase you can construct a hard to guess password that is long and 


relatively easy for you to remember. 


 


Traditional username and password credentials do not definitively answer the question, 


“does the user represent who they said they are?” This is because an attacker could be 


impersonating or masquerading as the real user. In order to provide stronger 


authentication against impersonation or masquerading multiple factor authentication can 


be implemented.  


 


 


Authentication Process 
The authentication system should never store the passwords in plaintext. However in 


some older systems this is exactly what was done. Passwords were stored in plaintext in 


“secure accounts”. To follow the principle of defense in depth the passwords should be 


stored in secure accounts, with file protections limiting access and the passwords should 








be encrypted or stored as hashed values.  Most modern systems are required by security 


policy and procedures to encrypt passwords or store them as hashed values.  


 


Passwords can be stored as hashed values or message digests. When a user creates a 


password the password should be processed by a hash function producing a message 


digest. This message digest represents the encrypted password and is stored with the 


users record in the password or authentication file.  


 


A user logs into the system by entering their user name. This name is validated against 


the password/authentication file for a matching user name. If one is found the user is then 


prompted to enter a password. 


 


The user enters their password. The password should be processed by the same hash 


function that was used when the password was created. The calculated message digest is 


compared against the message digest stored with the password/authentication file. If the 


two message digests match then the passwords match. This means the user has been 


authenticated.  


 


 


Other Uses of Authentication 
All of us have used the so called “traditional use of authentication” described above.  It is 


important to note that authentication occurs not only between users and the system, but 


also between processes on a system, and between systems. Much of this happens behind 


your back but authentication throughout the information infrastructure occurs between 


numerous components and at various levels of the TCP/IP stack. For example, when a 


web browser (client) requests a connection to a web server the server may want to 


authenticate that the client is in the list of “valid” clients. This certainly doesn’t happen 


for all web client/server connections but it does for any secure connections which are 


denoted by https in the url. Another example would be when a user requests to set up a 


tunnel using a VPN (Virtual Public Network). The user needs to be authenticated before 


they are allowed to establish the tunnel.  


 


Not all authentication schemes adhere to a username/password model. Some use public 


key encryption with certificates.  


 


There are also other techniques using tokens, smartcards and biometrics to name a few. 


We will discuss these techniques shortly. 


 


Problems with Usernames and Passwords 
Authentication functionality is required in most systems. Most of us have many different 


usernames and passwords for numerous systems we need to access. Many PC users have 


usernames and passwords for: 


 Each account on the system 


 The router 


 Applications accessed locally   


 Applications accessed remotely   








 Locally stored files that are password protected 
 


The main problem with having a lot of usernames and passwords is that most people 


cannot remember them. This is even more difficult for accounts that are not regularly 


accessed. To get around this problem people do several different things: 


1. Devise algorithms that facilitate remembering multiple username and password 
information. 


2. Write down the authentication information. This has the obvious problem that if 
someone finds the information you have potentially compromised all of your 


accounts.  


3. Use the same username and password for all accounts. This makes remembering 
the authentication information easier but someone could compromise numerous 


accounts by finding one username/password combination.  


4. Store all the different authentication information into one file and password 
protect that file with a very strong password. If the file is not encrypted this could 


be giving you a sense of false security. 


5. Use one of many password storage applications that store your authentication 
information in a secure encrypted format. These applications require one 


password or passphrase to unlock the storage.  


 


Option 1 is arguably the best approach if you have strong password selection criteria and 


you can hold the information in your head. It is possible to do but very few people are 


disciplined enough to take this approach. I believe most people use a combination of 


options 1, 2, 3. Very important accounts are committed to memory and the remaining 


accounts are handled using options 2 and 3.  


 


Options 4 and 5 require having faith in storing all your authentication information in one 


file. Option 4 is an ad-hoc approach and shouldn’t be trusted unless you are very sure 


how to encrypt the contents of the file. Option 5 is a possibility, but caveat emptor! 


Before committing critical information to an application research the application to 


understand its features, the strengths and weaknesses. Read and understand trusted user 


reviews.  


 


Some authentication schemes facilitate a single user sign-on model which simplifies the 


multiple authentication problems.  A system that supports single sign-on requires 


authentication to occur at the initial logging on. From that point on use of any system 


within the domain of the single sign-on does not require any additional authentication. 


Systems of this type can be effective for some corporate work environments. However 


they would not be extended to cover any authentication needs external to the single sign-


on domain.  


 


Discussion: Gaining access to a system by stealing a password is a common 


strategy employed by attackers. There are a large number of password checker 


and password cracker tools available on the internet. Many organizations 


incorporate the use of these tools into a security plan for testing the strength of the 


passwords on their systems. There are many other techniques an attacker can use 








for stealing passwords: electronic monitoring (eavesdropping), accessing the 


password files, brute force attacks, dictionary attacks and using social engineering 


are some of the techniques used to steal passwords. 


  


 


 


Types of Authentication 
Authentication can be categorized into four types: 


 


 Something you know 


 Something you have 


 Something you are 


 Something you do 
 


Each type of authentication can be used alone or in combination. When used alone the 


authentication is said to be “single factor authentication”, when multiple forms of 


authentication are used it is called “multiple factor authentication”. 


 


 


Something You Know (SYK) 
Something you know is the password model we discussed in the previous section. The 


item that is known in the previous model was the password. A variation of the password 


is the passphrase which is used in some PKI (public key infrastructure) schemes. This is a 


unique phrase that can be much longer than a traditional password. Also, the PIN 


(Personal Identifier Number) that we use with our debit cards is another example. 


 


 


Something You Have (SYH) 
Single Factor 


A driver’s license or passport is an example of something you have. It provides 


authentication because of two features:  


1. It has your picture on it 
2. The document has been validated by a trusted third party (Registry of Motor 


Vehicles or US Government.) 


 
A credit card is a weak form of “something you have”. Very seldom you are asked for 


another form of identification when you use a credit card. In fact, many people are 


“insulted” if they asked for additional identification. The credit card transaction is 


verified by checking the signature which is relatively easy to forge. With online 


transactions there is no signature verification so a lost or stolen card could be easily used 


until detected.  


 
Two Factors 








Something you have could be a debit card. The debit card is used in two factor 


authentication. You present your debit card (something you have) and you enter a PIN 


number (something you know). 


 


Two Factor Hybrids 


Some laptops authenticate by requiring the user to plug a USB dongle into a USB port. 


The USB dongle is actually part of a PKI system. It has some memory and processing 


power. It contains a public key that is encoded into the dongle. Authentication works as 


follows: 


 User attempts to create tunnel to server via a VPN service 


 User plugs in dongle 


 User enters their username/password 


 Dongle encrypts username/password using public key in the dongle 


 Encrypted username/password sent to server. 


 Server decrypts username/password using private key 


 Server checks username/password against password/authentication file 


 Server could generate a new private/public key pair and update the USB dongle 
for the next log in. 


 


This scenario is using two-factor authentication, but in a hybrid form: 


 Something you know – username/password 


 Something you have – USB dongle with public key 


 Something “someone knows” – the public and private key pairs while not known 
to you are known to the PKI infrastructure.  


 


 


Something You Are (SYA) 
This form of authentication gets into what is known as biometrics. Finger prints, iris 


scanning, face and hand geometry is examples of physiological biometrics. They relate to 


some physical attributes of your person. Physiological biometrics is used with some 


physical access control systems. They are also used in two factor authentication systems 


where a password is required along with checking the particular physical characteristic 


being considered.  


 


Discussion: I have seen physiological biometrics used as part of two and three 


factor authentication systems for secure room access. The biometric was hand 


print and hand geometry. Problems that had to be overcome with this system 


related to the variation of hand size from heat and cold (swelling/shrinking).  The 


second authentication was a keycard, and the third authentication was a password. 


 


 


The availability of finger print readers for PCs has grown. Finger print readers typically 


are used as a 2
nd


 factor of authentication along with SYK factor. 


 


 








Something You Do (SYD) 
This form of authentication is behavioral biometrics. It is some behavior that is unique to 


a person. Behavioral biometrics can be the pitch of your voice, the rapidity of eye 


blinking, typing rhythm, how you walk. 


 


Both the physiological and behavioral biometrics authentication systems need to be 


programmed to learn the attributes of the subject. That is, the system must be trained to 


learn your voice, your eye, face or hand measurements.  
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